Just-us Vampires

Vampires do exist but not the way the entertainment business expresses it. The true vampire was an expression of ideology for judo lawyers to incorporate while serving humanity, or feeding off humanity. Remember the politicians need the citizens for their existence. This is expressed with the vampire needing human blood for survival without human blood both would perish. The vampires don’t feed off other vampires due to its poison to their blood line or their political life. These vampires are unseen to the human eye. It is only when he has become bitten by another vampire he gets his vampire sight. This vision expresses the legal field most humans are unaware of these invisible forces unless they become “aware” of the legal realm.

The immortality of the vampire is the entity of justice that they sacrifice their life to. It is immortal due to these mysteries get passed down; given new life in each justice mind. Let’s not forget only vampires or lawyers speak Latin the language of the dead, which lawyers are dead to human affairs and now govern those affairs. They no longer identify with mortals. The vampire moves swiftly; humans can’t maneuver quick enough to defend themselves against the vampire. This expresses the power of the pen. It has always been said the pen is much more mightier than the sword. It is the power of the pen where the vampire obtains his permission to enter the victim homes or gets his warrant. "When a judge or vampire needs rest they enter into their chambers, The vampire has a dayside and a nightside. This expresses the dayside which is the false image they feed the masses. They conceal their nightside by never revealing their vengeful selfs. This is where the Judge puts on his Dracula cape and exercises his mighty powers. Making people appear
and disappear by the command of his voice. The drinking of the blood is the sentencing they force upon you. Sentencing attacks the life span of each victim which is symbolized by drinking the blood. If you break down the word Polytheistic in two parts it becomes Poly which means many and tells Blood sucking arthropods that spread diseases. The disease they spread are called poisons. Eating humanity up by the virus of sentencing. Revelation 13:14

It misleads those who dwell on the earth because of the signs that it was permitted to perform in sight of the wild beast. Humanity became subjected to the beast of Justice due to its evolution process of being wild or barbaric or "wild beast." Rember it is only the Justice system that has the power to influence who can by or sell with a mark, or the mark of Just-us.
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